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New Chancellor named to Laurier
The Hon. John Black Aird, a
former member of the Canadian
Senate, distinguished lawyer and
advisor to government, is the
new Chancellor of the University.
He was named to a four-year
term 'by the WLU Board of
Governors, succeeding the Hon.
Paul Martin, Canadian High
Commissioner to Great Britain,
whose last duty was presiding at
Spring Convocation.
Mr. Aird, 54, was named to the
Senate at age 41, and has
represented Canada on internat-
ional negotiating teams. Since
leaving the Senate in 1974, he
Jias headed the Institute for
Research on Public Policy, and
independent non-profit organiz-
ation with a mandate to research
matters of public policy.
Born in Toronto, Mr. Aird
attended Upper Canada College,
Trinity College at the University
ofToronto, and Osgoode Hall law
school. He has been senior
partner in the law firm of Aird,
Zimmerman and Berlis since
1974.
Education-related activities
have always had an important
place in his life. He has been a
governor of Havergal College,
one of Canadals leading indep-
endent schools for girls, and has
frequently expressed an .interest
in teaching young people. "I'd
like to talk with young people
about what it's like to be a lawyer
in an urban society," he told a
colleague. "I'd like to discuss
how we can exist in an
international world...how gover-
nment and business can and
must work together."
Mr. Aird has told Dr. Frank
C. Peters, WLU President, that
he would like to give'lectures to
Business students, drawing from
his background as a lawyer and
director of a dozen major
corporations. He could give some
interesting lectures in Political
Science, too.
The new Chancellor is a
Governor of the Lester B.
Pearson College of the Pacific, a
trustee of the Hospital for Sick
Children,, and serves on the
national advisory board for' the
Canadian Mental Health Associ-
ation. Since 1971 he has served
as Chairman of the Canadian
Section of the Canada-United
States Permanent Joint Board on
Defence.
At its fall Convocation in 1975,
WLU conferred an honorary
Doctor of Laws degree upon Dr.
Aird. He was named a Queen's
Counsel in 1960 and appointed an
officer of the Order of Canada in
1976.
He is chairman of the Board of
Algoma Central Railway and
serves on the Board of the Bank
of Nova Scotia, the Molson
Companies, Consolidated-
Bathurst, Famous Players and
other national and international
companies. His major internat-
ional board is Amax Incorpor-
ated, the world's largest molyb-
denum operation.
June Callwood, the respected
social commentator, has called
John Aird a builder. "He puts in
doors, windows, a roof and,
especially a foundation. And
what John Aird builds does not
fall down."
A modest, dedicated man,
John Aird has proven he is able
to meet the challenge of change
and, more importantly, is the
architect of changes that chal-
lenge. William H. Timmis,
Chairman of the WLU Board of
Governors, said the University is
honoured to have attracted "such
a great Canadian" as its
ceremonial head.
The Honourable J.B. Aird, Laurier's new chancellor.
Student security force to be formed
by Cleve Roberts
For some time now WLUSU
has been trying to get a Saturday
night pub. One of the main
problems that had to be
overcome was the matter of
security. The present security
system was taxed too heavily to
provide what was needed.
Presently threesecurity guards
are used at pubs, two of-which
are off duty. It was necessary to
develop another security force to
help out and make Saturday night
pubs available.
Student security is not a new
thing at many universities. In fact
it has been used to a certain
extent here at WLU football
games. This service provides a
seating area that was suitable for
mixed company and free of some
"cheer" shown at the games.
Although sufficient, there was a
more organized authority needed
to be set up for Pub night.
Student security may sound
like a goon squad of jocks but this
is not what is wanted at WLU.
Applications are being received
from males and females alike.
They will go through careful
screening by student and univer-
sity officials and will be judged
on their ability to handle
situations, not by force, but by
level-headed persuasion. At pre-
sent five students are to be hired
with possibly a dozen alternates
needed to fill vacancies. If plans
go well, these - figures mayincrease and student security
used at other student events.
The students will receive most
of their training by working in
conjunction with the pre.sent
security staff. It is proposed that
for pub nights one security guard
be replaced with two student
security. The number of students
used on Saturday nights is
undecided but there will always
be some form of security
available. They will be wearing
blue shirts and ties with an
identifying crest.
One question that may have
developed is how could a 5 foot 6
inch, 110 pound girl stop a 6 foot
5 inch, 250 pound student if
necessary. The first thing is the
force is set up not to use physical
force but to persuade the
individuals involved to settle
down. If this doesn't work and
the student becomes abusive the
student security has the same
authority as existing security.
Any student that assaults a
students security guard is liable
for expultion from the university
plus possible assault charges.
The same applies if you sign in a
friend at the pub who causes a
disturbance; the WLU student is
liable.
Pay for the force is not final yet
"but it will be respectable. The
applicants should be aware that
working hours are on weekends
as well as school days. You will
be under the control of Student
and University officials and
responsible to them.
Will student security be
successful? It has the university
officials' approval and the pre-
sent security feels it will work as
well. With the use of student
security costs will be lower than
hiring other security. It has been
well planned and developed by
WLUSU President Marg Royal
and Lounge Policy . Chairman
Bruce Cunningham; but just as it
is the students that work in it, it
is up to the students of the
university to make it work.
Saturday nite pubs
to start in Oct.
by Eileen Fischer
At a meeting of the Student
Union Board of Directors on
Monday, September 12, a motion
to extend the Turret's hours to
include Saturday nights from 8
p.m. to 12 p.m. was passed. A
further clause of the motion
stipulated that these pubs would
hay entertainment conducive to
a quiet atmosphere, such as a
folk singer or piped in music. It is
hoped that these Saturday night
pubs will have a coffee-house
type atmosphere.
This motion was strongly
backed by Marg Royal, WLUSU
president. She feels these pubs
will be an added service to
WLU students and an interesting
change of pace from Thursday
and Friday night pubs. Inter-
views of a number of WLU
students revealed a definite
desire for the informal drop-in
type atmosphere of a coffee-
house, and Saturday night pubs
should certainly provide wel-
comed weekend entertainment
for any WLU student or faculty
member. In order to achieve this
atmosphere, and also to facilitate
supervision of these pubs by
exclusively student security, at-
tendance will be limited to 300
persons including only WLU
students, faculty members, and
signed-in guests.
Coffee will be available at
these pubs, and cover charges
will be low or non-existent,
depending on the price of the
entertianment. The bar will be
licensed as usual.
Saturday night pubs will begin
sometime in October and will
continue for at least three months
on a trial basis. It is hoped that
these pubs will become a regular
feature at WLU, and just as
popular as our Thursday and
Friday night pubs.
Peace officers at Laurier
by Carol McIntosh
Both John Baal, head of
Laurier's security force, and
George Thorn, also a security
officer, are to be sworn in as
peace officers. Although WLU
has had its security force since
1963, only now has the necessity
arisen for this move.
The functions of the security
force have changed in time, from
that of night watchmen to that of
performing law enforcement and
assistance to the university
community. The . latter duties
have been their functions for the
last eight years, but even so, this
area has changed. In 1969, the
era of "student unrest", most of
the crimes were committed
against the university property
and security had •& right to
enforce the law as "agents of the
property." In other words, the
security force could do no more
than make a citizen's arrest.
Although WLU has one of the
lowest university crime rates in
Ontario, security has been
forced, on occasion, to make
arrests. The powers of arrest by a
peace officer are much broader
than those of an ordinary citizen,
which is what security has now.
John Baal, however, does not
give this as a reason for
becoming a peace officer. He
admits that he is under no
pressure to have a given number
of arrests per month, and as
such, is able to use his personal
discretion at all times. He sees
his force as a preventative agency
and "this will not change", he
says. The Method of WLU's
security has been and will
continue to be visibility. Security
is- "not out to nab anybody,"
claims Baal. George Thorn
agrees, "Nothing will change."
One of the reasons for
swearing in peace officers is the
fact that security must deal with
non-university related people.
The Dean's Advisory Council can
handle the students, but it has no
jurisdiction over non-students.
Baal also states that only a peace
officer can enforce the Liquor
Act, and with the pub operating
six days a week, this will be a
great advantage. Baal says, "We
are not a small university", for
although there are a small
number of students going to
WLU, there are 14,000 less than
a quater of a mile away who
"seem to enjoy our pub more
than their own."
The main advantage of having
two peace officers on the force is
to make the job easier. A peace
officer can act on reasonable and
probable grounds, whereas a
security officer must be 100 per
cent sure before he can even
interrogate a suspect. As well, a
peace officer receives a certain
amount of legal immunity which
a security officer does not enjoy.
So far, only two officers have
been appointed to become peace
officers. There may be more
appointments, but Baal is appre-
hensive - waiting to see how
things work out.
John Baal, one of the new peace officers
pic
by
Stan
Switalski
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NEED
CONFIDENTIAL
HELP?
LEGAL AID
DEPARTMENT
2nd Floor S.U.B.
Mon.-Thurs. 10am-4pm
Friday 10am-2pm
884-1360
HORSES BOARDED
near Waterloo stockyards
Reasonable rates.
Excellent Riding.
Boxstalls
Farm-For Enterprises Ltd.
R.R. 1 Waterloo
886-2354 664-2310
a
ABORTION?
BIRTHRIGHT provides an
alternative. If you are
pregnant call for informa-
tion and free assistance.
CONFIDENTIAL
579-3990
WLUPHOTO COMPETITION
The Office of Publications is sponsoring a photographic competition open to all
WLU students. Prizes will be awarded in two categories - colour and black andwhite prints.
RULES
• ALL entries must be submitted as 8"xl0" prints• ALL entries must be of campus life, i.e.:-residence, class scenes, lab shots,
football, library, dining hall, pub, etc. and must have been taken between
September 1, 1977 and November 30, 1977.
• Entries will be judged by Mr. Barry Lyon, Director of Publications and carol
adams, editor of the Cord Weekly.
• ALL prints submitted will become the property of the WLU Office of
Publications and may be used in university publications.
In addition winning entrants must allow the WLU Office of Publications to
make a copy negative of winning prints. -• Closing date for entries is DECEMBER 2, 1977. Winners will be announced in
the Cord.
PRIZES
will be awarded in each category as follows:
Ist prize - $100.00 I " ~ " ' ]2nd prize - $ 50.00 Entry forms may be obtained from Mr.3rd prize - $ 30 00 Barry Lyon, Director of Publications in4th prize - $ 20.00 Room IC3 of the Arts Building. \
Ontario Student Assistance Program
*
Deadline:
September 30th
If you need financial assistance to
continue your studies this year and
haven't applied for OSAP yet, do it
today, at the STUDENT AWARDS
OFFICE, located in the STUDENT
SERVICES BUILDING.
©Ministry ofColleges andUniversities
Ontario
Hon. Harry C, Parrott, DDS, Minister
Dr. J. Gordon Parr, Deputy Minister
Harvey is at it again,
this time he's taken to punchin' cows.
It's a whole new taste treat from the folks
who brought you the Harvey Wallbanger.
Roundup a cow and give it a try.
&■ *f >__l _____!aX *_, , —____!Wk *»_!___
v * - _■ pp^
The Harvey Cowpuncha.
Pour 6 ounces of milk over crushed ice.
Stir in Vk ounces of Galliano. Then sit back
and relax till the cows come home.
&QUorf GAIskIANO
The liqueur that made
Harvey Wallbanger famous.
\ ;
9 \
WilfridLaurier Chaplains
Associationpresents
How Should We Then Live?
by Francis Schaeffer
A ten episode film series portraying the
rise and decline of Western thought and
culture...
Written by and featuring a foremost
evangelical thinker.
Episode 1: THE ROMAN AGE
Sept. 26, 7:30 p.m.
Room IEI, W.L.U.
Discussionafterwards, Free admission
"———_—_———~_—--—-——-—-——-——————_____—_.
Pipeline decision ignores years of study
by Doug Smith
of the Manitoban
for Canadian University Press
Six months ago most Cana-
dians thought that there was a
Mackenzie Valley pipeline in
their future. Since then, Bob
Blair has emerged as a modern-
day David slaying the big bad
multinationals of the Canadian
Arctic Gas Pipeling consortium
with his AlCan pipeline pebble.
Blair is being touted by
MacLean's magazine and others
as the Canadian who put together
the ingenious alternative route
that will allow Canada to enjoy
the benefits of a northern
pipeline withoutcommitting sun-
dry atrocities to the environment
and the native people of Canada.
The Trudeau government has
reach a typically Liberal solution
to the whole pipeline dilemma,
because Blair allows them to
have a Mackenzie Valley pipeline
if necessary. But not necessarily
down the Mackenzie Valley.
While all this is very pleasant
to believe, and will undoubtedly
do theLiberals no end of good in
the next federal election, a close
examination of the Lysyk and
National Energy Board reports is,
to put it mildly, somewhat
disquieting.
Before one dips into either the
NEB or Lysyk reports, it is wise
to realize that they are results of
a very hurried series of hearings.
The NEB started hearings in
April 1976 and continued them
until May 1977. The board left
itself one and a half months to
prepare its final report, although
there are reports that the board
had drafted its recommendations
before it finished the hearings.
Kenneth Lysyk, the dean of
law at the University of British
Columbia, was appointed to head
a three-member commission into
the socialand economic effects of
a pipeling in late April of this
year. To make a similar investi-
gation into the Mackenzie Valley
pipeline, Thomas Berger was
given three years, while Lysyk
had three months.
In its report the NEB rejected
the Canadian Arctic Gas proposal
of a MacKenzie Valley pipeline
as being environmentally unac-
ceptable and gave conditional
approval to theFoothills or AlCan
proposal that willbring gas from
Alaska down a pipeline that will
be parallel to the Alaska
Highway.
Despite this approval, the NEB
did recognize that on balance,
pipeline projects probably have a
negative social 'impact" and
admitted that it "would do little
to ameliorate the endemic social
problems of the north."
The board had little choice but
to dismiss the Mackenzie Valley
proposals after the build-up of
public opinion that had followed
publication of the Berger report.
But because the AlCan route is
a relatively recent proposal, and
has not been considered as
having much of a chance of
approval, there has been little in
the way of serious organization of
opposition to theproject and even
less study into its environmental
implications>
The other major objection to
the Mackenzie Valley route was
the Berger recommendation that
no pipeline be built for 10 years
to give time for a proper settling
of native land claims.
It is argued by AlCan that the
land claims in the Yukon are
much closer to being settled than
the claims in the Northwest
Territories and a pipeline would,
in fact, bring about a resolution
that is satisfactory to the Yukon
Indians. The AlCan people also
point to the fact that the Yukon
has been already the site of
southern settlement since the
gold rush at the turn of the
century. Of a population of
21,000, native people ffSake up a
third compared to the sizeable
majority of native people in the
Northwest Territories.
The Cuncil ofYukon Indians in
its brief to the Lysyk commission
called for a pipeline moratorium
of between seven to ten years.
The Lysyk reports recommends a
delay of only two years. CVI
chairperson Daniel Johnson has
said a delay of two years would
pressure his organization into
making hasty decisions.
Johnson said that the proposed
$200 million heritage fund will
not pay for the suffering of the
native people if the pipeline
construction goes ahead in two
years. He hasreiterated thepoint
that the land claims of the native
people in northern Canada are
not about money but about
control of the land and services.
It appears that there is likely to
be as much opposition by native
people to a Yukon pipeline as
there would have been if it had
gone downthe Mackenzie Valley.
The only difference is that the
native opponents to the pipeline
have not had time to marshall
their arguments or to gain much
support in southern Canada.
Pipeline proponents have long
argued that a northern pipeline
will be a godsend to Canada's
faltering economy. The fact is
that a pipeline is a capital
intensive project and will do
almost nothing to relieve the
chronic unemployment in. Cana-
da. In fact, it could increase
unemployment by draining mo-
ney away from other forms of
investment that would provide
more employment in southern
Canada.
John Helliwell of the Univer-
sity of British Columbia has said
that only under exceptional
circumstances would a northern
pipeline contribute to stable
economic growth. A recent article
in the Financial Post pointed out
that the pipeline would bring
benefits to certain industries
such as the iron and steel, metal
fabricating, concrete and air and
water transport industries. The
article said that these companies
have been most enthusiastic
about the pipeline and have
probably blurred the difference
between individual and national
interest.
The Lysyk report recommen-
ded a two-year delay because it
was felt a lengthier delay might
kill the pipeline project. If the
Americans could not get the gas
through an overland pipeline, it
was thought that the Americans
would ship it by tanker.
However, it is becoming appa-
rent that they might not need the
gas as quickly as Canadians have
been willing to give it to them.
The Working Group on Supply,
Demand and Energy Policy
Impacts on Alaska Gas, an
American government task force,
has issued a report indicating it
would not be catastrophic if the
US were to leave much of its
Alaska gas in Alaska for a few
years.
The group calculates that if
Carter's conservation program is
adopted, natural gas shortages in
the. US would disappear by the
1980s. The report also said that
increased leasing off of the coast
of Mexico was likely to have the
impact comparable to the deli-
very of Alaska gas and it would
be at a lower price. In short, the
pipeline could be delayed without
seriously inconveniencing the
Americans.
The saddest aspect of the
government decision to okay a
Yukon pipeline is that it ignores
the major thrust of the Berger
commission. Berger said that the
government stood at the thresh-
hold as far as northern develop-
ment was concerned. Southern
Canadians could either continue
to treat the north as a frontier to
be brought to heeland exploited,
or they could recognize and
respect the north as the
homeland of the native people of
Canada.
It is sad to say that when faced
with an opportunity for a bold
departure from the past, the
Trudeau fovernment chose to
stick with its tried and true policy
of compromise and sell-out.
After years of studies and
investigation, the government
has settled on a route that is
unstudied and unknown. For
once the officials of the Canadian
Wildlife Federation and the
leaders of the Arctic Gas can
agree on something/and that is,
as they say, that the decision to
go with AlCan was almost
certainly a political decision and
has next to nothing to do with gas
shortages or environmental im-
pact or the economic needs of
Canada.
Provincial highway signs go metric
Ontario's 13,000-mile provin-
cial highway network will go
metric in September. That's the
official word from Minister of
Transportation and Communica-
tions James Snow.
"My ministry will convert all
provincial highway signs to_
metric units as Ontario's part in
the Federal Government directed
Canada-wide conversion," Snow
said.
MTC crews began the job of
converting distance signs to
metric units on August 2.
Changeover of speed limit
signs is scheduled to begin
September 6, the day after
Labour Day, and should take
about two weeks to complete.
Kilometres (km) will replace
miles on distance signs; kilo-
metres per hour (km/h) will
replace miles per hour on speed
limit signs; and metres (m) will
replace yards and feet on
advisory signs.
"Ontario drivers will soon
discover that actual speeds
haven't changed; that distances
between towns and cities are the
same, that driving times haven't
changed. Just the method of
measurement will change,"
Snow pointed out.
Snow cited some examples to
demonstrate the differences bet-
ween miles and kilometres and
miles per hour andkilometres per
hour.
"We know that 1.6 kilometres
equals a mile. So, using this as a
conversion factor, you simply
move the decimal point one place
to the right, and you see that 16
km equals 10 miles.
"Speed limits will be based on
units of 10 km/h and motorists
will find the new metric speed
limits easy to recognize because
of the striking difference in
numbers between mph and
km/h".
For Example:
40 km/h replaces 25 mph
50 km/h replaces 30 mph
80 km/h replaces 50 mph
100 km/h.replaces 60 mph
Housing office
finds new home
The Housing Office has disap-
peared again this year. The move
was not, as some have postulated
an administrative plot to cause
further anguish to homeless
students, but rather it was a
move to benefit the student
population in general.
According to Colin McKay,
Director of Student Services, the
office was moved to allow
WLUSU, the student's union to
reclaim their board room facili-
ties.
The new housing office is
located directly between the
Theatre Auditorium and the
north entrance to the Faculty of
Music building (formerly Mac-
Donald House).
The Housing Office is where
on-campus students pay their
phone bills and register com-
plaints about their accomoda-
tions. Students may also obtain
information concerning off-
campus housing.
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SWIMMING INSTRUCTION
W.L.U. POOL
SCUBA MONDAYS - 5:30-8:30September 26 - December 12
COST $65.00
LEARN TUESDAYS - 7:00-8:30
TO September 27 - November 29
SWIM COST $7.00
STROKE WEDNESDAYS - 7:00-8:30
IMPROVE- September 28 - November 30
MENT CQST $7.00
Classes are open to all students, staff ,
and faculty and their families.
Children must be over 8 years old.
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_hlow DO YOU JUDGE A DIAMOND?
YOU MAY BE ALLWRONG
Is size the only criterion you set for judging
the worth of a diamond? That's wrong!
Diamond values are determined by many factors ...
color, clarity, and cut as well as size.
We'll be pleased to show you. So you can be sure
your diamond is the finest... and priced right
fl I 30KING W.
( J KITCHENER
AN OPEN INVITATION
TO WORSHIP
IN
KEFFER MEMORIAL CHAPEL
[in the Seminary building]
:. i
I
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Ecumenical Worship Additional Opportunities
Mondays, Tuesdays, For Worship
Thursdays, Fridays Sundays at 11:00a.m.
10:00-10:20 a.m. Rev. B. Beglo, presider
.« «„ "T. «« y Wednesdays at 10:00 p.m.12:30-1:20a.m. •_• ■ / •, • .- .- . ,-m- • Holy Communion(with the Chapel Choir, Rev B ce|ebrant
Prof. B. Cabena, director)
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£>Oflft*W WATERLOO
ddSP ty*> 28 Khlg St- N- 88°- 1830_Al_X S< Free Deliveryf*G) G on Campus
S_ft w m'n'mum f°°d orders of $3
Pizza Parlour & Spaghetti House <Hw? 24,1 mi. south of 4tm
all stores licensed by LLBO "
W.L.U. OKTOBERFEST
in the Theatre Auditorium
October 7 from 7:30 p.m. - 1:00a.m.
and October 8 from 4:00 p.m. -1:00 a.m.
$2.00 for W.L.U. and U. ofW. students
Tickets available in the W.L.U.S.U. office this Friday, Sept. 23
THERE WILL BE A LIMIT OF 500 PERSONS EACH NIGHT.
!&&%•• ju**t what you're
been looking
Parking
Plans are under way to add an
additional 90 parking spaces to
the campus to replace the space
which will be lost in lots 6 and 7
when construction of the new
building begins. Twenty-five
additional spaces have already
been added this year by relining
lot 14 by the Athletic Complex
and adding 17 spaces off
Chancellor's Drive. The parking
committee will be reviewing the
entire situation and preparing a
report in the near future.
If you have guests on campus,
please notify Security or advise
your guests to park in the
metered area as Security will be
enforcing the parking regulations
in all lots. ;
Birth control info
Last yearthe WLUSU operated
Birth Control Centre was used by
30 students in contrast to the
1200 people who went to Health
Services for referrals and coun-
selling.
This year the Centre has been
reduced to a mailbox operation.
Cindy Allen, the centre's coor-
dinator, will help any students
who get in touch with her by
leaving a note in her WLUSU
mailbox. The centre will furnish
information to those who do not
wish to use Health Services.
Allen organized tfie pamphlets
sent out in the Orientation
packets to all first year students.
She is also responsible for the
coordination of speakers and
movies.
Cameron French, the Commis-
sioner of University Affairs, says
the Central Resource Library, a
branch of the Commission, will
be moved into the old Birth
Control office.
This week's question
What did you think of orientation?
by Lola Markovic
pics by Stan Switalski
Excellent! The Pub Crawl was
the best. The Pubs are good.
Burton Cummings was great but
I was'disappointed at the crowd
participation. There was a good
barbeque.,The residence parties
were fine and so was the Tamaie
Casino Nite.
I live off-campus so Imissed most
of the Orientation. The Univer-
sity Pubs, however, have a
"good, friendly atmosphere".
It was a good orientation!
Rollerskating was fun. Burton
Cummings was great. Pubs and
res. parties - well, I had a good
time and I met a lot of nke
people!
I. went to a few pubs and
residence parties that were good!
Pubs were full (too full. I never
made it in once), and lively.
I had a great time! It's been just
great. (She hasn't made it to
classes yet.) There has been
some good parties and pub nites.
Had a -front row seat at the
Concert. Burton Cummings was
pretty good.
I thought it was great! I had a
great time. The definition of
Orientation is "decentness". The
pubs are good. You get to meet a
lot of people. I love the res.
parties. The rollerskating was
good, except it was too bad that
the Clara Conrad party was
during the same nite. The
dunking machine - (he missed thetarget!).
and me...
Orientation was a great success! First year students enjoyed
themselves in the variety ofactivities and there was something
for everyone to participate in.
Lori Parker
Ist year Honours Business
Paul Cranston
Ist year Archaeology
Sue Kiraly
Ist year Sociology
Bill Grenzberg
Ist year Music Major
Tracy Gronick
Ist year Hon. Business
Spencer Campbell
Ist year Gen. Arts
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Graduate Admissions
Tests
Dental Aptitude Test Program
Graduate Management Admission Test
Graduate Record Examination
Law School Admission Test
New Medical College Admission Test
Miller Analogies Test
v- Test of English as a Foreign Language
All Registration Materials for the Above
Available in:
Career Services
(Lower Floor, Student Services Centre)
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Take home the taste. #":■ HPITI l _XI _____ 81 ■* * SsShEnjoy the smooth, Kr3iL *' ~ JMmlight flavour. YJTake home the satisfaction fi
of Heineken beer.
Itis allamatteroftaste.
IMPORTED HEINEKEN -AVAILABLE AT LIQUOR STORES
Represented in Canada by Sainsbury International Agencies Ltd.
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Reflection time. Before everyone gets too bogged down in
school work, a quick rundown on Orientation '77 seems to be in
order.
It was an OK Orientation —not the best one I've seen in four
years here, but not the worst by any means, either. Some of the
old die-hard events were chucked this year. The faculty missed
their chance to graciously serve the first year's at a luncheon
before slaughtering them with work the following week. Other
events lingered—only with a twist. There must be a fine art to
eating spaghetti with chopsticks, but I know that I was one
who didn't master it. It was good to see new fresh ideas for
events, too. The meal and dance at the Ponderosa were a big
success, as was the square dance held at St. Michael's Church
Hall. And of course those with high stamina after a week of
pubbing had a good time on the annual pub crawl. Everyone
enjoyed the events—l enjoyed the ones that I attended.
But many things about this year's Orientation bothered me.
Not so much in the events offered—it was great to have
non-drinking events with so much response. The problems
seemed to be mainly in the organization itself. Being out of the
area all summer, I had no idea what was being set up for the
frosh. It was like pulling teeth trying to get any information from
those in the upper hierarchy of the Orientation committee when
we were trying to put out the first issue of the paper. Seeing as
the prime reason for putting out the paper was for the benefit of
the freshmen so that they would know what Orientation was all
about, to say the least the three of us became very frustrated.
Everyone was too, too busy running around trying to get
everything organized for the concert. At that point, questions
began to arise in my mind as to how much attention was being
paid to the concert, and how much wasn't being paid to all the
other events. After all, the concert was only one of the many
events.
My fears started materializing as the two-week extravangaza
unfolded. Knowing how hectic the pace is for dons-in-residence
the first little while, it was a big relief to hear that dons were not
expected to help run events.
It was also a relief to hear that off-campus "dons" had been
named to help orient off-campus students—a commendable
idea. But—and there is always a but—l had no idea how many or
who those people were. So, when asked by off-campus students
if I knew wheretheir "don" was —mostof the time I didn't even
know who the "don" was, let alone where they were.
Every time the word "pub" was mentioned over Orientation,
the inevitable question following was "Who's playing?" I see no
reason why three out of the possible four bands all managed to
cancel their engagements so—close to the supposed day of their
performance. Was there some fault in the way the contracts
were drawn up—or were the bands never confirmed? I don't
know— I've asked and never received an answer.
Last year a booth was constructed, out of WLUSU funds, to be
used by BSA as an outlet for tickets and T-shirt sales—and just
generally a place for freshmen to go if they wanted information
on various events. The booth finally did get set up, and T-shirts
were sold. But trying to find out when advance tickets were
being sold for the various events was atrocious. There was no
communication with on-campus dons concerning this, and to try
to find out was next-to-impossible.
Priorities towards allocation of money often seemed
questionable. Many were upset by the fact that no bus was
scheduled to travel to the first Laurier football game against
York. This would have been a prime time to get everyone into
the habit of supporting our varsity teams. Instead it deemed
more suitable to have a shuttle bus every half hour, back and
forth from Bingeman Park. And excess money that was put into
golf shirts for the off-campus "dons" instead of the standard
T-shirts I only see as wasted money. Shirts identifying those
who are supposedly "in the know" about orientation events are
very crucial to the success of the two weeks. However, I can see
no logical reason why more money than needed be put into
them. If they had collectively decidedao have the better shirts,
then they should have been willing to throw in the extra five
dollars each. No way should the student body have to pay for
clothing frills of a few "concerned" students.
In my opinion it was the enthusiasm of the frosh that made
this year's orientation successful. And this never-ending
"go-go-go" attitude will continue to make their first year here
perhaps the best they may have. Keep it up—Octoberfest is
coming soon-
Meanwhile, I'm going to catch forty winks. That's what:
happens when you get old. See ya next time.
carol adams, editor
AND A GOOD TIME WAS HAD BY ALL!
Many thanks
The map found on pages sixty
and sixty-one of the Student
Handbook, "WLU eh?" was
provided courtesy of Canada
Trust.
Saturday nights opening up
How often have you heard people complain about the campus
becoming a "ghost town" on weekends and that for those few
hardy or foolish students who do remain that there is nothing to
do on campus. Ofcourse you could always attempt to roll up ten
free games on Surfer or your own favourite pin-ball machineBut
after a while this loses its appeal even to the most avid pinball
wizard. You could walk up town to the Loo but that was a long
way to stagger home. Now all of these problems have been
solved, or at least partially, for WLUSU has finally received the
go ahead for Saturday night pubs.
The idea sounds very simple and easy to execute, however,
there is more to it than meets the eye. The first problem is that
the license for the bar is not held by WLUSU but by the business
manager for the University, Cliff Bilyea. This means that the
University would naturally want some say in what type of
program would be used in the Turret on Saturdays. The second
problem is the question of security. The security staff of the
university is presently taxed to the limit and was not willing or"
able to work Saturday night. Since some sort of security is
needed the only solution appears to be the use of students.
Through the hard work and many hours of meetings WLUSU
president and Lounge Policy Chairperson Bruce Cunningham
along with the university have solved both problems. The
university wasvery willing to allow the Turret to open as long as
a quiet atmosphere prevailed and a limit was placed on the
number of persons allowed in.
The present plan calls for the hiring of five students for the
security, to be trained and then work at the pub and other
student events such as football games. A 15-week trial is going
to be held with folk singers providing the entertainment with a
maximum of 300 people being allowed to attend.
There is only one question that remains, that being will these
Saturday night pubs be successful? That can only be answered
by you. If you support them by dropping in for a drink, listen to
the singer and by not hastling the student security force then
they will more than likely continue.
If you should consider giving this security force a hard time,
think again. Without them you wouldn't be able to have the
Turret opened. Besides this they will have the same power as
the Univesity security, hit one of them and you will be likely
charged with assault.
As for the people who think that a folk singer is a terrible idea,
for entertainment, just remember Rome was built in a day. It
was either this type of quiet atmosphere or nothing. If all goes
well, then maybe some changes and improvements can be
made,- but don't just sit back and complain. Take your
suggestions to Marg or Bruce and see what they say. An
apethetic approach to this venture will be the fastest way to kill
it so if you want Saturday night pubs to last then give them your
full support.
Brian Harrison, news editor
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Laurier as learning institution questioned
by Murray Souter
Seeing as bills are on every-
body's mind right now here's an
interesting piece of information
some of you may find note-
worthy. Here at WLU our
ancillary services made a $60,000
profit last year. That alone isn't
terribly interesting except when
combined with the fact that the
school raised food services prices
and residence fees over $200 per
student last year. As you will
recall Cliff Bilyea explained away
these increases because of rising
costs and said that they were
desperately needed. Now what I
can't fathom is if things were so
bad, whythe $60,000 profit? That
is clearly not a plausible excuse
for raising these foes. If the
services had operated at a-loss
last year then the increases could
be construed as justifiable but
not with a profit. My feeling is
that we have just been "had"
To further aggrevate someone
I have more interesting informa-
tion. Did you know for example
that Laurier made over $1.5
million last year? And after a
"record" year such as that, they
turn around and lay a tuition
increase upon us. It makes me
wonder what sort of school we're
attending here, a profit factory or
a'government funded university.
What I'd like to know is where
are these excess profits' going to
be used or are they being
secreted away deep within the
Laurier coffers? If this school
were operating within the A.LB.
guidelines then they would be
forced to institute a "rebate"
system to return some of these
monies to the consumer. I would
like to hear Cliff Cilyea's reasons
for the profit, no matter how
unbelievable they may seem.
I'd think the least the school
could do is improve the quality of
education here; they could do a
lot with $1.5 million. I mean
that's not so unbelievable; there
is plenty of room for improve-
ment especially here. If any of
you fellow students really desire
to "find put the high, regard held
by other universities for Laurier
just try to transfer to another
school. I guarantee that any other
university will honour less than
half of your Laurier credits,
which really makes me wonder
about the quality of our Laurier
degree if and when we get one.
I-, like many other students
have had it drilled into my head
that Laurier has an excellent
school, especially in Business
and Social Work. But with all of
this outside evidence I'm begin-
ning to wonder if we're not that
proverbial ostrich with our head
stuck in the sand.
Lets say this about that and that and that...
Everyone's favourite place to go to classes
I have a class in a portable. Do
you? I'm not sure I like my
portable. Are you? Can you see
yourself scratching down notes
with mitts on in that portable
when winter comes, as it
inevitably shall? Are you in one
of the new portables, two of
them, behind C.H. Little House?
If you're in the faculty of either
Business or Social Work, chances
are your answer to the last
question is yes. Are you
wondering why on earth we even
have to subject ourselves (profs
and students alike) to the
miseries of portables?
The obvious answer to the last
question is that there just aren't
enough indoor teaching facilities
to handle the number 01 students
wanting to be educated. The
solution is, conveniently, as
obvious as the answer: let's build
another teaching complex some-
where! So then; the next
intelligent question would be -
are they building one? Happily,
the answer to that is yes.
Permission to build has been
given, and there are plans to
build a new teaching complex in
the area of the Library parking
lots on Albert Street. Itwill house
facilities for the Social Work and
Business programmes. Good,
you say, and well you should,
but, as always there's a but...
The government has put a
ceiling on the si?e ofthe building,
and on the amount of moneyto be
spent on the building. Therefore,
there are careful plans being
made as to how much of the two
faculties of Business and Social
Work are going to be able to fit in
the building. As soon as this is
resolved the architect will carry
out desinging the necessary
facilities for the two faculties.
But, the complex will not be_ large
enough to hold both courses in
their entirety.
If all goes well, construction
willbe started about a year from
now. If things continue to go well
and there are no strikes,
shortages, labour disputes, or
any of those things that make
erecting a building a slow
process, the complex should be
completed 18 months after
construction starts'.
So there you have it. A solution
to portables is in the making.
Unfortunately the solution will
not be a complete one. Though
theremay not be the need for as
many portables, they will probab-
ly still be around. If you like, you
could learn to get along with your
portables. Give it a nick name,
pat it as you enter class,
remember its birthday. Remem-
ber, it's justas coldas you during
those winter classes, and doesn't „
have the option of skipping the
class, or warming up in the
Turret (couldn't get up those
stairs) after class. Portables, to
say they're human would be
" stretching it a bit, but you can be
nice to them. Who knows? They
could be nice back.
The U.S. annexed
to Canada
or vice versa
SAN FRANCISCO (ENS-CUP) -
A New York man has formed the
Expansionist Party of the US in
an attempt to annex English-
speaking Canada to the United
States.
And a Toronto man, distressed
by the move, has formed a
counter organization which will
try to reclaim Canadian territory
that was lost to the US years ago.
Leonard Steele says the Cana-
dian government should reincor-
porate parts of Maine, all of
Oregon and Washington states,
northern Minnesota and the
eastern portion of New York
state.
Meanwhile, L.C. Schoonmaker
claimed in em interview with the
Washington Star that "Cana-
dians could be persuaded to join
the US for ecdnomic reasons...
and that the US could continue its
historical expansion by accepting
them."
Schoonmaker cited a 1964
Canadian magazine poll, which
said that 68 per cent ofCanadians
questioned favoured economic
union with the US and 29 per cent
wanted a full political union.
He says he founded the
Expansionist Party last February,
but declines to say how many
members have joined. He also
says he will make speeches in
Canada and mail literature to
university students to push his
plan to annex Canada.
Reasons & Rehash-
Life at the Turret
Thursday night, you've just
awoken after a two hour
economics lecture and realized
you've missed the concept of
supply and demand curve.
You decide to head for the
Turret, where you know the
supply of beer is endless and the
demand for good music makes it
number one.
The Turret, probably the most
-unique structure on campus,
(though that statement may be
disputed by the even more
curvaceous orientated eyes), is
the centre of after class activity.
Its success, like any other
institution, depends largely on
the following of its rules.
Up till now, says- Lounge
Manager Mike Belanger (Bones),
the rules have been obeyed and
are basically self-imposed. As it
is the place to go on campus - no
one would like to see its license
withdrawn.
To keep its good reputation a
rehashof the Turret House Rules
is necessary.
A few rules are obvious even to
those registered in Basket-
weaving 100. No admittance to
those under eighteen; no gamb-
ling; no use of illegal drugs; no
theft; and no wilful damage are
the most important ones.
Of the others, a few demand
attention. One of which disallows,
the carrying of alcoholic bever-
ages by patrqns from table to
table. On nights where there are
waiters you must order your
drinks from them.
The Lounge rules also permit
the use of only one entrance and
exit during its operations. Again,
this is for convenience of door
control.
In fairness to all- the students
there is no reserving or holding of
seats. Guests, (i.e. those not
either WLU or U of W students,
faculty or staff members), must
be registered. What many don't
realize is that the guest is the
responsibility of the WLU stu-
dent. In plain English, if the
person you signed in, is the
athletic type who breaks chairs
with his bare hands, you will be
held for his damages. Be
forewarned!
Despite the rules - why come to
the Turret? "It's cheap, good
entertainment and friendly" ob-
serves Bones.
If you haven't yet found out for
yourself - bring along yourdancing shoes next Thursday -but please, leave your economic
book in your room!
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Differential fees:
Quebec has
secret plans
MONTREAL (CUP) - The Quebecgovernment is preparing to
introduce regulations which
would raise tuition fees in 1978
for international students to
about $1,500, a senior official of
Montreal's Concordia University
disclosed Sept. 9.
The official, who did not want
his name printed, said the
ministry of education told Con-
cordia officials the increase
would not apply before Septem-
ber 1978.
Clement Guhaime, press at-
tache to education minister
Jacques-Yvan Morin, refused
Sept. 12 to deny or confirm the
report. He said no decisions or
plans concerning a change in fees
hadbeen made. He said he could
not say what the future would
hold, and added it would be a few
months before any decision
would be announced.
Differential fees are part of the
Parti Quebecois platform. The
platform says while "Canadian
students indirectly fund then-
education through taxes, foreign
students don't."
In a Canadian University Press
interview earlier this year, Morin
brushed off the possibility of
implementing fee differentials,
saying this was "a file among so
many others" that he had to
familiarize himself with. But he
said he was "very aware of what
Ontario had done."
Concordia rector John O'Brien
said Sept. 12 that although
nothing official has happened
yet, he thinks the increase in
"foreign fees will happen sooner
or later. It could happen next
September. Nevertheless, it will
be because of government
legislation," O'Brien added.
J.W.Tait, assistant vice-rector
(liaison and. admissions) at the
university said, "it was any-
body's guess" if and when an
increase will take place. He said
he was "a little hesitant about
the impact it would have on
underdeveloped countries.
"Third World students may be
rethinking seeking a university
education in Canada if these
soar, which would mean a
reduction in the number of
educated people in these coun-
tries.
One third of all Canada's
international students attend
universities and colleges in
Quebec. Five of the province's
seven universities rank among
the 12 Canadian universities with
the greatest number of inter-
national students attending. Mc-
Gill University has the highest
percentage and numbers of
international students in the
country; Concordia ranks third.
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GARAGE SALE
Saturday, September 24,
10am-4pm. 580 Dogwood
Lane, Waterloo. Bed,
small fufniture, tricycle,
clothing, Hoover Spin dry
Washer, gardening tools.
HOUSE FOR RENT
Three bedroom condomi-
nium townhouse. Two and
one-half baths, large
eating kitchen, separate
dining room, fireplace,
air-conditioned, appli-
ances plus dishwasher,
private drive and garage,
swimming pool and club-
house. Families only.
Call 893-0303
-X. 238 King N
HERS & HIS HAIRSTYLING> KingTd
886-3550 UniversityWaterloo
No Appointment
Necessary!
Special Student Prices
Men Cut/5ty1e...55.00
Women Cut/Style...
A Good Haircut-at a Good
Price V/h
Coronet
*tw Motor Hotel **»
871 VICTORIA ST. N. - 744-3511
THIS WEEK IN THE
CROWN ROOM
CHARADE
STARTING MONDAY
McLEAN ANDMcLEAN
Coming Soon
DUBLIN CORPORATION
STAR SPANGLED WASHBOARD BAND
We have four licensed lounges. And
remember every Tuesday night is amateur
night
■ Youreducation opens thedoor toa challenging career as —AN OFFICER IN
THE CANADIAN FORCES.
The Canadian Armed Forces is a complex organization, Challenging career opportunities lor qualilied
utilizing the most up-to-date engineering, social science individuals include the following fields:
and corporate business management techniques in order c. ,„ . _.. ,„,
' to carry out the wide variety of tasks which face Sciences (General, Physical Educationtoday's military ,„ specialized, Mathematics, Commerce
career. .. « p , , j
and dental care, and an opportunity to "'*'■ j**H
post-graduate courses. &131 jt \Applicant normally must be b / \under 26 years of age for an S. Hfawmse■ —operational career and under ■ MB 8
35 for other careers. E """ ~fr > -J*
■ lu|| Hi ,mtltl
For further information, write to the MJ Br?" JL. \ 'ImBFI Nfc B^Director of Recruiting and Selection, B Wu> |||k V
National Defence Headquarters, fl "*"' ,\ iSa wr&
or visit yournearest Canadian Armed SUB
Forces Recruiting Centre, listed under ~^URecruiting in the YellowPages, or talk-■- SSino obligations on yourpart. I *"I§iS*
Broadbent critical of unemployment situation
Inadequate long-term planning
by governments in Canada is at
theroot of high unemployment in
this country, national New
Democratic Party leader Ed
Broadbent said in an interview
with the University of Guelph
Ontarion during July.
The current high student and
graduate unemployment could
have been predicted and planned
for, said Broadbent, pointing out
20-year-old demographic statis-
tics indicating we would be
experiencing the current bulge in
university-age population. He
said young people of all
educational backgrbunds are the
hardest hit by high unemploy-
ment.
He said With proper planning
the government could realize two
benefits from student employ-
merit. The government could
provide students income to
prevent financial hardship and
employment programs to inte-
grate students into the commun-
ity at large. He proposed a
system of federal and provincial
subsidies to municipalities,
which wouldallow them to hire a
certain number of students every
year during the months they are
riot in school. Broadbent said this
would be of double value,
because it would allow students
to do something useful in their
communities.
The time is past, Broadbent
said, when the university gradu-
ate can expect to assume an elite
economic position in society.
"For the first time, we have
working class kids graduating
from universities and they are
going to identify with the poor
working class across Canada, like
the woman packing fish in
Newfoundland. These new grad-
uates mayTje instrumental in a
new, creative politics. They may
force more critical thinking about
economic planning," Broadbent
told a seminar group on
unemployment at the University
of Guelph.
The NDP leader said unem-
ployment was a significant factor
in the election last November of
the Parti Quebecois in Quebec.
He said that while it would be
wrong to say unemployment was
the only factor involved, evidence
indicated much of the PQ's
support came from those disillu-
sioned with the federal system's
inability to open up more
economic opportunity.
Detailing remedies for the
Canadian economy, Broadbent
suggested a sector by sector
review of our industrial capabili-
ties. He pointed to the Japanese,
who became recognized world
leaders in the electronics indus-
try because of their decision to
specialize. He said that Cana-
dians are not recognized as world
leaders in any field not because
we are less intelligent or less
capable, but because we have not
bothered to take stock of our
strengths and develop them.
The NDP, he said, favours
public control in some instances.
He said this approach has been
taken successfully by other
countries with the petroleum
industry. He said public control
of natural oil and gas and the
related chemical industry could
bring pricing policies in line with
Canadian interests.
Broadbent said he does not
favour nationalization in all
cases. Speaking of the Canadian-
American automobile agreement,
he said there is evidence Canada
is not getting its share-of the
growth of the industry. There
could be another 20,000 jobs for
Canadians if growth in the parts
sector ofthe industry was shared
between the two countries as the
agreement stipulates, he added.
He said, however, that rather
than "throw the Yankees out,"
his party would press for changes
in thepact to make sure new jobs
are created in Canada when there
is growth in the industry.
Broadbent, who is from the auto
manufacturing town of Oshawa,
said a government study shows
that the Canadian automobile
industry is more efficient than
the American industry, but
Canadian consumers pay more
for the product.
Other broad measures sug-
gested by the NDP leader
included a greater emphasis on
processing of raw materials
within Canada, changes in tax
policy, special low interest rates
for small business and increased
activity in the housing industry
by promoting housing as a social
right.
You be the expert
by Dale Fogel
Each individual on this campus
probably has his/her own answer
to that question. But some of us
could still use some new ideas on
how to cope with a sleepless
night, whether such nights are a
regular occurrence or just an"
occasional irritation. The Cord,
along with the Counselling
Services Department, would like
to encourage WLU students, staff
and faculty to share their pet
sleep solutions with each other,
by describing them in a brief
anonymous letter to "You Be the
Expert", care of the Cord. A
selection of the best received in
the coming week will be printed
in a coming issue. So send us
your original, profound, com-
monsensical, or amusing advice
for the sleepless. (Hint: writing a
letter to the Cord is one way to
spend a sleepless night!)
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Hadassah pre-bazaar
supersale
of brand name denim
jeans, cutoffs and tops
from $2.
Thurs. Sept. 29
10:00am to 8:00 pm
at the
[Masonic Temple440 Weber St. N.Watftrlnn j
.tt»Rß^iu^iHcaiaßjU>tiiirtftU^iU6flift<u*RS»L
Did you chack your ads today?
The Cord has started a new feature for WLU students
only. It permits a student to announce cheaply what they
would like to buy or sell or trade or borrow or announce.
Rates are 5 cents a word with a minimum charge of 50
cents. All ads must be submitted to Student Publications
onthe Friday before the issue and payment must be made
then. You are also requested to show your current WLU
student card at the time of placement. Some sample ads
are enclosed so you can get the gist of our idea.
Births - A daughter, Margaret Valeric Royal, for Mr. &Mrs. L. Royal of Goderich, Ontario. Born September 22,
1955at Alexander and Marine General Hospital, weighing
6 lb., 7 oz. A sister for Ted, David and John, sure to be a
future success.
Wanted - Enough hot water to take a shower or at leastwash my feet. Please contact C.H. Littlehouse or P.P. and
P.
Earn somehighcredits this semester.
; ' -. 17 .'■ "v-3.COMMERCE STUDENT SERVICES
Available at the Canadian Imperial — !Bank ofCommerce on or near most college and
university campuses throughout Canada.
Commerce Studenl Services are designed to help the student
successfully manage the financialaspects ofhis or hereducation
OPEN TO FIRST-, SECOND-. THIRD-,'FOURTH- :
FIFTH-,SIXTH .SEVENTH-. EIGHTH- AND
HIGHER-YEAR STUDENTS.
CO'MM 101 Introduction co General Banking.
Supervisor of Service: The Commerce.
A service that emphasizes saving money. It covers such heces- j
sary information as setting up a bank account, making deposits
making withdrawals, bringing your passbook up to date, cashing
cheques, etc. Unlimited enrolment.
Prerequisite: Money to open an account.
Offered o*2 Summer IE Fall IE! Winter 21Spring
COMM JO2 Howto ManageyourMoney.
Supervisor of Service: The Commerce.
Different ways to earn higher interest on your money. Making
ends meet; budgeting and money handling (paying bills and
meeting financial commitments, balancing your cheque book,
affording a night out, etc.) Unlimited enrolment.
Prerequisite: Money to manage.
Offered S3 Summer !S Fall £x] Winter N Spring J
■
COMM 103 Principles of Student Loans.
Supervisor of Service: The Commerce.
Check with the Supervisor of Service for full description and
prerequisites for enrolment.
Olfered SSummer S Fall IS Winter (^Spring.
CANADIAN IMPERIAL
BANK OF COMMERCE
Ontario and
Alberta waspish
MONTREAL (CUP) - The direc-tor of student aid at McGill
Univeristy, Stanley Kennedy, has
criticized Ontario and Alberta's
policy of differential fees for
international students and has
predicted an influx of interna-
tional students into provinces
where differential fees do not
exist.
Kennedy questioned the rea-
soning behind Ontario and
Alberta's differential fee decis-
ions. Kennedy said studies prove
the difference in tuition fees will
not substantially increase the
university budgets. And, overall,
such fees fail to benefit either the
universities or the community
financially.
Kennedy said Alberta's decis-
ion to have differential fees
stemmed from a complaint
lodged by a group of students
who claimed 50 per cent of the
first year engineering students at
the University of Calgary were
Chinese. But most of these
students were actually Canadian
Chinese, he added.
In Ontario, Kennedy said,
some "dear old WASPs" felt
there were "too many foreigners
in medicine at the University of
Toronto." However, survey re-
sults proved there was only one
international student enrolled in
the faculty - the rest wereCanadian citizens.
Kennedy said there were no
signs indicating differential fees
will be imposed in Quebec in the
near future. And, he hopes,
Quebec universities will continue
to argue against differential fees
for international students.
$300 surprise
CALGARY (CUP) - New interna-tional graduate students at the
University of Calgaryreceived an
unexpected jolt this month in the
form of a $300 differential fee.
The increase was charged
without any prior notice to the
students. It was not mentioned in
the Intefhation Graduates Guide,
on theregistration forms or in the
graduate calendar sent to all
graduate school applicants.
But it is unclear whether the
lack ofprior notification willaffect
the increase.
Blair Redlin, student union
vice-president (academic), said:
"Since graduate students were-
not told they had to pay this fee
until after they had arrived in
Calgary, it would seem to be
withirl their rights to ask that it
be waived for this term."
"Graduate students on assis-
tantship who are not permitted to
work here are on very tight
budgets. To ask them
extra is unfair," Redlin said.
But Graduate Students Assoc-
iation president Harry Hobb said
the absence of notice in the
graduate calendar might be hard
to contest' because "there is a
stipulation in the university
calendar which reserves the right
to change fees without notice."
"I don't know whether or not
merely signing registration forms
is legally binding," he added.
But, according to Redlin, '/the
change without notice is a very
weak argument. It could become
ludicrous. The university could
charge" students $10,000 without
notice."
By Sept. 13, six or seven
students had contacted the
student union or graduate assoc-
iation regarding their fee prob-
lems. The student union and the
graduate association plan to
contact a lawyer to find out
whether the registration form the
graduate students signed is
binding.
The GSA is meeting with the
graduate faculty dean Sept. 15 to
discuss the differential fee and to
decide on a course of action.
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W& DELICOUS
[fHOT BUFFET j]
Includes such items as
Clam Chowder Soup of the
day, Shrimp, Sea Foods, S^fcAfl
Roast Beef, Chicken, rrX ww
Salads, etc. W
Served Daily 12 Noon to 7:30 p.m.
PLUS
CONTINUOUS DANCING FROM
8:00 P.M.
THE GATHERING PLACE
FORW.L.U.
\WM& 77 KING ST. N./.■ 1 I (at Bridgeport Rd.)Ibl* VJAVVO' WATERLOO^
Special - $899.00/pr. reg. $1,089.00/pr^l
MONITOR AUDIO MA3 II
SERIES II II"The overall openess of the sound
may also account for the stereo
image, which was of a very high
order." - Popular Hi-Fi
Compare these I
H9 world's finest at...
!m "~ J, drop in at
■ I rH B JaH
Hfi tr«l ill ■ ■ aaVMr ■ '"• - m- I X ■ ■ "i "*JB U '' '*■9H BH oftHa. j ■ am. t a
jL„ ' ' kfl at -M i
BRRRRRRvIb; Br "-S" <^jH
■faJ IrrL L> LLL,f 11i<ik JL-CXi
I iV*-"'Vl* wSMft Because our condoms are designed to do more than justbrU5 '-'•"" '■'■ prevent you from contributing to the population explosion.HI;L* '-,'*'. fflpQ They're designed to add to your enjoyment. While all Searlelit ? Condoms are dry-lubricated for greater sensitivity and have a[law VJI reservoir tjP' each hasjts own special difference.***I| STIMULA® have multiple ribbing on the shaft. .a featureWrS "~J ij jL4JfrM!I designedfor a man...with a woman in mind. Adds to the
W&JM?m3mAIY3 Pleasure for both partners.PRlME®combine traditional shape with economy.
CONTURE®are shaped. To fit you. Which means they feel
Bbal
Entertainment
BURTON
CUMMINGS
by Loretta Heimann
"And be aware, that there's
not manythere, who want to take
the time to sing and play an
honest song for the people no
more."
An honest song. That's what
the people want and that's what
Canada's premier rocker, Burton
Cummings, delivers.
At Seagram Stadium on a
clear, crisp night last Wednes-
day, "something in the air was
oh so rare, I don't know what it
was, but I know that it's still right
there."
Burton Cummings cast his
spell perfectly and entrapped all
5,000 delighted fans in the web of
his musical mastery. It is
refreshing to get back to basics -simply a man and his music.
Cummings far outclasses the
majority of "musicians" (I use
that term loosely) whose electri-
fied funky music is so loud and
overpowering to make you forget
that they only know three
chords... Then there are others
who wear outrageous costumes
and horrific makeup to keep
audience attention because as
musicians, they simply don't
make the grade.
Cummings had no light shows
and no facades. Just himself, his
white Steinway and a super band,
containing great musicians like
Dangerous Danny Weis andlan
Gardiner,
Cummings' superb perfor-. mance couldn't help but over-
shadow that of the Good
Brothers. But I know a lot of
people who came not only to see
Cummings but because they had
heard that the Good Brothers
would be there. The Good
Brothers (who are regular per-
formers at the Coronet) have a
wide range of good old foot
stompin' songs from "Up A-
gainst the Wall You Red Neck
Mothers" (a Jerry Jeff Walker
tune) to "Fox onthe Run, which
they described as a "Shitkicker".
They also did a few cuts from
their new album, which promises
to be a good one.
One can't forget the great one,
Wolfman Jack, who opened the
concert and got the hands
clapping. The Wolfman, a living
legend, was in fine form
Wednesday night and sparked
the initial magic which the Good
Brothers and Cummings kept
going throughout the night.
"Cause I got my own wayto rock,
I got my own way to roll.
When you're walkin' that walk
It's good for your soul."
Whether Cummings is poun-
ding the ivories in a good time
rock and roller like "My Own
Way to Rock (his current single)
or playing a sweet love song like
' 'Got to Find Another Way, his
expertise at the piano shines
through. A lot of the sOngs like
"Never Had a Lady Before" and
"Come on Baby By" (a Bob
Seger tune), were from his
second album, My Own Way to
Rock. We all expected and heard
his two giant hits, "Stand Tall"
and "I'm Scared" both offf his
first album.
Cummings had control of the
audience throughout the concert
but once he got into the segment
devoted to Guess who hits, he
had the crowd in the palm of his
hand. "These Eyes" and "Un-
dun" got the crowd clapping but
"American Woman" got every-
one on their feet and rockin' to
the music. Cummings exhibited
such fire and enthusiasm
throughout the concert that one
couldn't help getting caught up
in his magic and, after an
amazing two encores, he left us
feeling satisfied and content.
After the concert I was
fortunate enough to obtain an
interview along with three of the
Radio Laurier crew (Nate Bel-
mont, Larry Greenberg and
Frank Theriault).
Cummings was very relaxed,
loose and I could see no evidence
of an inflated ego which so many
of today's rock stars have.
It has been three years now
since Cummings up and left
Canada's best rock group - the
Guess Who. Cummings said that
the way his career has skyroc-
keted has amazed even himself.
His first single, "Stand Tall,"
sold half a million and his first
album has long since gone gold,
as his second probably will.
Cummings feels his career is
equal in the U.S. and Canada -
perhaps a little better here. He
was nominated for a Rocky as
best new male vocalist but
unfortunately lost out to Stephen
Bishop.
The Winnipeg native has been
residing in L.A. for the past ten
months, although he still keeps a
house in Winnipeg and divides
his time between the two.
Cummings stated that he moved
to L.A. for his career - he wanted
to pit himself against the "big
boys" who were not to be found
in Canada and hang out with the
likes of Elton John.
After playing McMaster Uni-
versity on the 18th, it's home to
L.A. to rest for six weeks - the
K-W was his 100th city since
January.
In November, it's on to Europe
for a tour of England, Germany,
Amsterdam and Switzerland,
where his new single "My Own
Way to Rock" is just starting to
break.
Cummings is only 29, which is
amazing when you consider that
he has already started his second
career, has recorded 17 albums
and was only 20 years old when1
the Guess Who released "These
Eyes"
Things to look forward to from
Burton Cummings - he'll be
recording his third album in
Januaryand he hopes to release a
live album in the spring. And
keep an eye on the big silver
screen - Cummings is waiting to
make his move to get into flicks.
"Sailin' off past Jupiter, Venus
and my skies.
Then I'm headin' back for the
water,
It's comin' as no surprise
That I'm doin' alright."
It's coming as no surprise to us
either, not after your concert
Wednesday night. Keep on a
rockin' us Cummings.
pic by Cunningham
While fans cheered, Cummings took time out to talk to Cord and
Radio Laurier staff.
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Sharp decline
at McMaster
HAMILTON (CUP) - As is the
case at most Ontario universities
there will be fewer students
walking the campus greens of
McMaster University.
Preliminary figures indicate
McMaster will experience a 10
per cent drop in first year
enrolment while overall enrol-
ment will drop five per cent.
Dr. A. Bourns, president of
McMaster, says decreases may
be a result of various reasons.
"The overall provincial decrease
in university enrolment is 3.5 per
cent which accounts for a portion
of the drop at McMaster," he
said.
"Ibelieve students are waiting
to see whether they will have
enough money to continue their
studies. When the school year
starts we shall have an increase
because these people will find
enough capital," he added.
Faculties with the greatest
decreases at McMaster are
science, with a drop of 12 per
cent and social science with a
eight per cent drop. Humanities,
Engineering and business have
already met their expected
enrolment.
Applications
swamp Quebec
universities
MONTREAL (CUP) - A record
high number of multiple applica-
tions have registrars busy at the
professional faculties ofQuebec's
four francophone universities.
Students have applied two or
three times to the same program
in the same university, according
to Quebec education minister
Jacques-Yvan Morin.
More than 85,000 applications
have been received for places,
but only 28,000 students gradu-
ated from the pre-university
programs of the province's
CEGEPs.
Stiff competition for places in
the law, medicine, management
and engineering faculties at
Laval, Montreal and Sherbrooke
is cited as the primary reason.
At Laval, 1,843 applications
werereceived for 200 positions in
the law faculty. At Montreal,
where 27,000 students are
expected in the fall, 1,523
applications were received for
200 places in the medical school.
Don't just sit there— come up and jointhe Cord!
Directory
There will be a booth set up in the
Concourse today, Thursday, September
22, and Tuesday, September 27 for all
students who have not yet handed in
their addresses and phone numbers.
Tuesday will be the last day for
corrections.
The Cord Weekly
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HURON COUNTY
BURSARY
Applications will be
received for the Huron
County Bursary. Only
residents of Huron
.'■ County are eligible to
apply.
Applications may be obtained from
the Student Awards Office, ground
floor, Student Services Centre.
j) Applications are now |
| being accepted for the |
| Student Security Force. |
| Applications should be |
( submitted in writing to (
j Mr. John Karr, Business j
y Manager, WLUSU, by
( Monday, September 26, }
1977
J Five students will be J
j hired and applications j) are open to both males )
j and females. J
A different
MARTI] FELDMAN ANN-MARQRET
MICHAEL VjORK
PETER USTINOV JAMES EARL JONES
"THE LAST REMAKE OF BEAU QESTE" •
also starring
TREUOR HOWARD-HENRI] QIBSON • TERRIJ-THOMAS
Screenplau bu. MARTI] FELDMAN 4 CHRISALLEN ■ Story bij MART" FELDMAN 4 SAM BOBRICK
Music bij JOHN MORRIS ■ Directed bu MARTI) FELDMAN • Produced bg WILLIAMS.QILMOREExecutive Producers HOWARD lUEST and QEORQE SHAPIRO
AUNIPttSAI PICTURE TECHNICOLOR® I I
II WATERLOO II 'SSSKt'w ■ ■»■m MATINEE SATURDAY
THEATRE 24 KING ST. M. | A SUNDAY 2 P.M.
TheShrimpboat
i, mipni i.'imm.'»i'.ii',.m wpw .»». i iimninijiii' /-
Only $1.99 every day.
H.SaltnshandChips.
KING AND UNIVERISTY
WATERLOO
KING AND WELLINGTON
KITCHENER
Thunder and lightning
by Susan Thomson
"Thunder Lightening",
produced by Roger Corman, is
now playing at the Lyric theatre
on King Street South.
This movie is based on what I
would say is the popular movie
theme this year. It's the third and
the worst I've seen on this theme
so feu. The other two movies are
"Smokey and the Bandit" and
"Outlaw Blues".
These movies all have 'good
guys' who are really 'bad guys' -
as they are on the opposite side of
the law. These 'good guys' are
being chased by even 'badder'
'bad guys' - whether cops orotherwise is immaterial! The
climax is reached in all cases by
car and/or bike chases resulting
in car smashes, various property
damage and miscellaneous inju-
ries.
In "Thunder and Lightning"
the 'good guys' are David
Carradine as the poor bootlegger
Harley Thomas, and Kate Jack-
son as his rich-southern-belle-
girlfriend Nancy-Sue Hunnicutt.
The major 'bad guy' is R.J.
Hunnicutt - Nancy-Sue's father.He is backed up by a variety of
moronic musclemen. The core of
the plot is that Hunnicutt is
trying to take over all the
bootlegging in the area. He
cleverly uses the bottles and
trucks from his pop factory to
transport the alcohol - which inhis case is mainly poison!
Because of this poison 'the boys'
back in New York have a hit man
after him. This intelligent hit
man is an ardent fan of Captain
Kangeroo
Anyways, to get to the plot,
Carradine finds out about the
poison and decides to stop
Hunnicutt but innocent little
Nancy-Sue refuses to believe that
her daddy could be involved in
such a thing until she is tied and
gagged by his henchmen. i
After that the movie becomes a
series of chases with a more than
predictable ending. Poor Nancy-
Sue is urging Harley to get out of
bootlegging and get a job to no
avail. Perhaps she should have
stuck with daddy.
Carradine and Jackson needn't
have left their T.V. series to do
this show. Carradine still uses
Kung-fu to wipe out the 'baddies'
and Jackson 'sweet-talks' and
drives a Corvette - true Charlie's
Angel style. Neither one showed
any particular acting skills.
I must say though there were a
couple of things I liked. There
were some beautiful shots of the
Florida Everglades where it was
filmed and they had this dynamic
'57 Chevy! They should have
called it supercar. It managed to
drive through water, sand, and
up, over, and through buildings.
It even managed a two-wheel
stunt to avoid the police. Most
magnificent of all was it's track
record: it wiped out two police
cars, one police motorcycle, a
beautiful corvette and numerous
unimportant properties. What
can I say about this movie in
conclusion? - It was a great ad for
a '57 Chevy!!
Book Review
Lord Of The Rings
by Joyce Thornton
I tend to divide people into two
categories - people who likeTolkien and people who don't like
Tolkien. The Lord of >the Rings
has got to be my all-time
favourite fantasy series. It offers
a tantalizing glimpse of a totally
unique world, marvelous in the
depth in which it is portrayed and
the imagination it displays.
Most people mistakenly begin
the series with the Fellowship of
the Ring. The story's true origin,
however, lies in the Hobbit, as it
is here we" first meet Biibo,
Gollum, Gandalf the Wizard, etc.
and Jearn of the existence of the
Ring which Sauron, the Dark
Lord, so eagerly quests to secure
his evil power over Middle Earth.
The Fellowship of the Ring
continues this story as Frodo,
Bilbo's nephew, also a hobbit (or
halfling), inherits the ring and
learns that it must be destroyed
to thwart the power of Sauron.
Pursued by the ominous Black
Riders, Frodo continues his
flight, along with his companions
through theTwo Towers, into the
climax in the Return of the Ring,
the last book of the series.
Though the Hobbit may seem to
be written for a slightly younger
reader, Tolkien's style matures
as you enter the Lord of theRings
proper.
The series is an enchanting
work of art, set against an
intricate mythology developed by
Tolkien and'the physical setting
of an imaginary world, Middle
Earth. The books have every-
thing, romance in the story of
Aragon, mystery in the fabric of
the plot, humour in the character
of another hobbit, Sam, and most
of all, an incredible aura of
authenticity that catches the
reader up in the flow of the story
and will not let him put the books
down until they are finished.
For those who agree with me
that Tolkien can't be surpassed
as an author of adult fantasy, I
have some good news. As of
September 15th, his latest novel,
and unfortunately the last as he
died a few years ago, the
Silmarillion, is available in
bookstores around the Twin
Cities for approximately $10.95.
redoubled by Cameron French
Today's quiz concerns a difficult
part of bidding-balancing. See
how you can do. Neither side
vulnerable:
QD
S KJ3 LHO Partner RHO You
H Q74 ID Pass <j>ass ?
D AlOB3
C QlO6
Q2)
S KQJ973
H AQ LHO Part RHO You
X KQ94 1C Pass Pass ?
C 7
Q3)
S AKJB RHO You LHO Partner
H J 1H Dble 2H P
D AQ7S Pass Dble P 2S
C KQ93 Pass ?
Q4)
S J s ' LHO Part RHO YouIS Pass Pass ?D A734
C 52 -Answers: 1) Believe it or not - thecorrect bid is INT. To pass wouldbe foolish as partner is marked
with points in this auction - to
double would also be foolish - as
you have no distributional values.
In the balancing position this bid
promises 11-14 points.
2) Double then bid spades. This
shows a strong hand. When one
doubles and then bids a suit on
his own, he promises extra (16
plus) values.
3) Three spades, not four spades.
Partner may have as little as
SXXX HXXXX DXXX CXXX. It's
unlikely, but possible. So bid
three spades, pass is a little too
shy.
4) Two hearts. You shouldn't
pass; you can't double (your
distribution and defensive values
forbid that) and you have a good
six card suit. No problem.
Also students interested in trying
out for a team to oppose the
faculty team should submit their
names and phone numbers to my
box in WLUSU office in the
S.U.B.
...to be
STRATFORD FESTIVAL
Productions of Midsummer
Night's Dream,' All's Well That
Ends Well, Richard 111, As You
Like It and Much Ado About
Nothing continue on the Festival
Stage. Romeo and Juliet, Miss
Julie, and The Guardsman
continue on the AVfen stage.
The final opening of the season
will be Noel Coward's Hay Fever,
which begins Sept. 27. Directed
by Robin Phillips, the production
stars William Hutt, Pamela
Hyatt, Marti Maraden, Richard
Monette, Florence Paterson and
Maggie Smith.
The highly successful Festival
Lennoxville comedy, Sqrieux-De-
Deux (pronounced Screw-Dc-
Doo), is coming to Humanities
Theatre in the Univeristy of
Waterloo for a two-day run, Sept.
23-24. Written by Betty Lambert,
the play is directed by Richard
Ousounian and designed by
Michael Eagen.
SHA W FESTIVAL
Productions of Man and Super-
man (in abridged and full-length
versions), Thark, and The Mil-
lionairess continue at the Festival
Theatre, with Widowers' Houses
and Great Catherine appearing at
the Court House Theatre.
ST. LAWRENCE CENTRE
Awake And Sing, the final
presentation of Theatre Plus',
1977 season, to Oct. 8.
Thanks to the gang...
What would we do without all
the help from our enthusiastic
volunteers? (Actually, we would
be up to 5 a.m. on Monday and
Tuesday nites). The tons of copy
that everyone will read through
today was typed by some very
capable people, namely: Herb,
Cathy, Loretta, Elizabeth, and
Bey. Several production assis-
tants tried to sit through a boring
lesson on layout, too. Thanks for
this feat go out to: Sandy, Barry,
Anne, Elizabeth, and Margot.
Bruce provided the much-needed
sustinence in the form.of hot
subs._ Thanks also to the editors,
who have been doing their best to
learn all the (confusing) aspects
of newspaper work. Hope to see
all of you again next week, along
with anyone else out there who
has an interest in what we are
doing.
Recipe circle
Easy-to-make French toast
by Grace Clifford
4 slices of bread
2 eggs
1/4 cup of milk
salt and pepper
Beat together 2 eggs, 1/4 cup of
milk, and salt and pepper (to
taste) in a large, flat bowl. Dip
slices of bread into mixture
making sure all of the bread gets
completely soaked. Next place
dipped bread into a frying pan
that has been well greased with
butter and set temperature at
medium heat. Cook turning
occasionally until both sides of
the bread are well toasted. Now
you are ready to eat your french
toast topped with 1) butter and
sugar 2) corn syrup 3) maple
syrup 4) jam.
Coming to the Aud.
Thursday, September 22
N.H.L. Hockey
Toronto Maple Leafs vs.
Detroit Red Wings
8:00 p.m.
$6.00 and $7.50
Friday, September 23
Jr. A. Rangers vs.
Ottawa 67's
8:00 p.m.
Sunday, September 25
Jr. A. Rangers vs. .
Niagara Falls Flyers
2:00 p.m.
Monday, September 26
Jr. B. Rangers vs.
Waterloo
8:00 p.m.
Friday, September 30,
Jr. A. Rangers vs.
Sudbury Wolves
8:00 p.m.
Jesus Christ Superstar '- RockOpera
Monday, October 3
8:00 p.m.
$7.50 - $8.50 - $9.50
Top Ten albums
1. STYX: Grand Illusion
2. YES: Going For The One
3. RUSH: Fare will To Kings
4. SUPERTRAMP:E\en In The Quietest Moments
5. FLEETWOOD MAC: Rumours-
6. ALAN PARSONS: Project: I Robot
7. HEART: Little Queen
8. APRIL WINE: Live At The El Mocombo
9. KLATTU: Hope
10. PETER FRAMPTON: I'm In You
Upcoming concerts
Okeefe Centre Canadian Opera Co., till mid October
Hamilton Place: Ray Charles, Wed. Sept. 14, 6:30 & 10 p.m.
Johnny Rivers. Sun., Sept. 18th, 8:30 p.m. $5, $6, $7
University of Guelph
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NAME DATE PLACE TIME PRICE
J.J.Cale Sept. 24th Massey $6.50
Paul Williams Sept. 25th Massey 9:00 $6.6fJ,$7.70
$8.00
Frank Zappa Sept. 29th Gardens 8:00 $7.00,$8.00
Sony Terry&
Brownie McGee
Eric Anderson
Dan Hill
Rod Stewart &
Air Supply
Steve Goodman
Fire Fall
•
I
Sept. 30th
Oct. 7th
Oct. 10, 11th
Oct. 11, 12
Oct. 16th
Oct. 19th
Con Hall 8:30 $5.50
Con Hall 8:30 $5.50
Massey 8:00 $5, $6, $7
Gardens 8:00 $8.50, $9.50
Con Hall 9:00 $6.50
Con Hall 6:30& $7.00
9:30
Murray McLauglan
Sonny Terry &
Brownie McGee
Dan Hill
Garfield
Max Webster
Steeleye Span
Fri., Sept. 23, 8:00 Athletic CentreU ofG
Thur. Sept 29, 8:00 War Mem HallU of G
Sat. Oct 15, 8:00 Athletic Centre U of G
Sat. Oct. 29, 8:00 p.m. War Mem Hall U ofG
Sat. Nov. 12, 8:00 War Mem Hall U ofG
Fri. Nov. 188:00p.m. War Mem Hall U ofG
SPORTS
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A desperate attempt -Hawks tight end Mike Warbick [No. 70] was narrowly foiled onthis TD pass by a Toronto defender late in the fourth quarter.
Hawks drop heartbreaker
by Don Stewart
An unsuccessful fourth quarter
bid for the go-ahead touchdown
changed what could have been a
spectacular victory into a disap-
pointing defeat for the Golden
Hawks. The late drive initiated
from our "45" was halted at the
Blues' one-yard line" when the
time was ruled to be over by the
officials.
The game itself was action-
packed throughout with both
sides executing successful sco-
ring drives. The Hawks displayed
a polished ground attack which
netted them 275 yards whereas
the Blues success came from
their aerial offensive.
A combination of controversial
time calls and several key
miscues by the Hawks allowed
Toronto the narrow 17-13 deci-
sion.
Game officials made several
questionable calls, specifically
involving the time clock nearing
both the half-time markerand the
game's ending points. The first
situation occurred when they let
play linger on after the clock
indicated time was up for the first
half. The second particular play
in question was the lastone ofthe
game when Laurier halfback Phil
Colwell was brought down at
the Blues one-yard line. The
referees hesitated, leaving vir-
tually everyone in limbo, before
conferring with each other to
determine if Colwell was
downed with time remaining, or
not. The verdict, one which did
not allow the Hawks the use of
their third down attempt, claimed
that in fact all the time had been
used up.
Assistant coach Rich New-
brough was naturally upset by
the referees' call but also pointed
out that three key mistakes hurt
the team as well. A single point
convert attempt which missed the
mark, an illegal procedure
penalty which in turn nullified a
two-point conversion, and a
blocking miscue which allowed
"TO" to block a Laurier punt all
contributed to the come-from-
behind situation the Hawks faced
in the fourth quarter.
The Hawks moved the ball
extremely well during the ope-
ning minutes of the first quarter.
On the opening play Jim Reid
came close to breaking away
before being stopped after a 15
yard gain. On their second series
of downs, starting quarterback
Paul Nelson did a fine job of
drawing the opposing Blues well
inside the line of scrimmage
before releasing the ball on
pitchouts to his backs. Then after
establishing a continuous run-
ning game, he surprised the
Blues by hitting Mike Warbick
with a 41-yard touchdown pass.
Toronto on the other hand, had
little success in utilizing a strong
running game against Laurier's
sharp defensive line. The going
was slow until Blues QB,
Feraday, unleashed a 64-yard
bomb from deep in his zone to his
favourite target, receiver Chris
Kotsopoulos. Another completed
pass, a short scoring run, and a
successful convert gave T.O. the
lead for the first time in the
game, 7-6.
A 52-yard scoring drive which
started late in the third quarter
and finished early in the final
quarter when JimReid dashed up
the middle forhis first touchdown
of the season put the Hawks out
in the front again, by the score of
12-10. A subsequent two-point
conversion by Colwell was called
back due to a penalty against
Laurier on the play. The Hawks
then elected to go for the single
point and kicker Jerry Gulyes hit
for his first convert of the day,
making the score 13-10.
The final go-ahead blow by
Toronto resulted from a series of
passing plays that put them out
ahead 17-13, with nine minutes
remaining in the game. The ball
exchanged hands several times
thereafter, until the last series of
Laurier plays took place with just
under two minutes remaining.
the clock became the Hawks'
biggest obstacle in these final
seconds of the game. Nelson
directed a skilled attack using
Reid and Gieruszak along the
ground and Dan Kirby in the au-
to bring the Hawks 63 yards to
Toronto's two-yard line. With
under six seconds remaining
Colwell carried the ball and
was brought down before the
goal line. The officials rulled that
no time was remaining when he
hit the groundand so it went, our
first meeting with them ends in a
cloud of controversy.
Defensively an obvious stand-
out for the Hawks was linebacker
Mike Murphy who made nume-
rous tackles. Assistant Coach
Newborough described it as "his
best game as a Golden Hawk".
He also went on to say that, "the
defence did a heck of a job
shutting the running attack down
that was so ferocious against
Waterloo". Indeed such was
thecase as T.O.s rushing output
was held to all of 83 yards.
Physically the contest was a
hard-hitting affair which is the
way the Hawks play all their
games. The Blues coach, Ron
Murphy, went to bat for his boys
(who are reputed to be on
average the biggest in the
league) by voicing his dislike for
Laurier's play. Toronto's Globe
and Mail quoted coach Murphy
after the game: "They were
cheap-shotting us. The ref would
blow the whistle but would let
them continue on. And they were
butt-blocking which is illegal.
Their players even made com-
ments to ours that they would
continue doing it until the refs
started to call it."
Coach Newborough insisted
thatLaurier's play was that of a
tough football club. He then
pointed out that, "He (Murphy)
is crying like he got beat and I'm
not sure that they didn't."
So until next match and
speculation is that Laurier just
might meet with the HogtoWn
crew come playoff time, the
unresolved controversy will have
to wait. But I have been assured
that the spirited Golden Hawks
will be more than willing, ready
and eager to reverse this initial
outcome.
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IN THE SPORTLIGHT
The Blue Jays are the new kids in town these days and they're
doing a good jobof stealing the show. Oh their roomates, the up
and down Argos don't have to worry. There seems to be an over
abundance of masochists who gluttenize for regular dosages of
punishment. Ol' "T.0." and these same people should keep the
OARSMEN afloat for many a stormy" season yet to come.
A period,of grace has been granted to the jay's in this their
premier season. The management, but more important, the
fans, expect, accept where they can find the club at
season's end on closing day. Even the toughest scribes of the
sporting pages have developed somewhat of a patience for the
team's mediocracy and losing record.
Let's face it, the Blue Jays, although not laden with talent, put
on a pretty good show occasionally are more exciting than the
C.N.E.'s stale midway of cheap thrills and less risky than
Younge Street's remaining body rubs.
Problems for Toronto's expansion entry started with the slim
pickings at the pre-season draft. A heap of old or untried
castaways were tossed in their direction to fill uniforms with.
Getting a respectable hurler out of the pile was like trying to find
a cool one for sale in the stadium.
Still the club had some pleasant surprises from some of those
initial choices. Bob Bailor's impressive performance thus far has
earned him a good shot at the rookie of the year honours. My
favouite, Ron Fairly, or Le Grand Orange, has displayed the art
of designating hitting well all season. Although he's probably
the slowest runner in the majors, the 38 year old Vet still has the
eye and the power to sail the ball at hyperspace speed into
bleachers any place in the league.
Their record compiled in other areas such as attendance and
souvenir sales has been somewhat phenomenal. Attendance of
1.7 million has put the Toronto franchise second only to the
Yanks in this particular category. Over a cool million of jingle
has been raked in from selling Jays' propoganda on everything
from ball caps to drinking cups.
A comparison ofthe Toronto entry with other expansion teams
from past seasons put the Jays into a respectable position. The
tarn will most likely end the season jusyshy of 60 victories? The
L.A. Angels (nowCalifornia) lead all teams with 7,0 wins in their
opening season back in 1961. However, the team of aging
veterans made a permanent home in the basement of their
division thereafter until just recently. The lowly Mets of '62
obviously didn't believe in that their premier season and
subsequently suffered a disasterous season with only 40 wins.
The short past of Toronto's Big league entry has been both an
exciting and profitable one. In order to continue on such a path
into the future the acquisition and development of talented
players will have to take place. Who knows, maybe within a few
years pennant fever will be felt at Exhibition stadium as well.
Don Stewart, Sports Editor.
What is Vita Parcour?
What is a VITA PARCOUR?4
Well it's a course that allows you
to have fun while exercising. Yes,
that's right, fun! It gives the
participant a variety of interes-
ting exercises along an easy to
follow route , which produces
guaranteed results.
Over the summer organizers
from the Athletic department
along with Professor Hecht and
McKay sought and obtained a
government grant for the cons-
truction, of Laurier's own VITA
PARCOUR. Five Students hea-
ded by Jeff Synder built the
course over a 13 week period.
Gaven Smith, Marilyn Kuntz,
Mike Sumers and Wayne Farrow
also worked on the project which
is situated behind the tennis
courts in Waterloo Park.
It was designed in such a way
that the participant can either do
the mile course or the more
intense two mile version. Both
are extremely helpful in aiding
cardiovascular effeciency and
improvingone's muscle tone.
Whether you are out to shed a few
pounds or' just looking for a
stimulating way to exercise,
consider Laurier's own fwrway to
get in shape.
Average Swede dies younger
by Al Scott
taken from Sport Ontario News
Sept/Oct 1977
Some ideas slice with such
dramatic effect that, given heavy
exposure, they produce a degree
of discomfort that tends to
produce rejection of them. Such
is the case, I suspect, with the
line about the average sixty-year-
old Swede and the Canadian of
thirty. Although Sweden had
nothing to do with the creation
and promotion ofthe comparison,
the result is probably neagative
in terms of feelings for that
country here.
So for those of us with
consciences about personal fit-
ness, there is some warmth in the
report of a recent speaker to the
B.C. Sports Federation, who
stated that on average, Cana-
dians live two-tenths of a year
longer than your Swedish coun-
terpart. But that, as they say, is
the good news. And before any
rejoicing in the streets gets
underway, consider the bad -
because it isn't just bad,, it's
horrid. -Three basic elements in
longevity, it was pointed out, are
personal fitness, nutrition and
medical care. While Canadians
come off badly in the first two
compared to many countries, we
have the most,accessible medical
and hospital care system in the
world. This results from a
combination of excellence in all
aspects of our widespread medi-
cal and hospital system, and the
virtually complete state of finan-
cial subsidy of it. Sweden, the
United Kingdom and others,
have state medicine, but try and
get a bed or a doctor's
appointment. In the United
States and elsewhere, being sick
remains a very expensive luxury.
One result, the speaker repor-
ted, was that the ratio of days in
hospital between Canadians and
Americans is ten to four!
We are all aware that the cost
of health care and education are
mighty contributors to the
massive financial deficits that
threaten the economic future of
Canada and several of its
provinces. We are as lost as our
legislators in knowing what now
can or should be done about it,'
although the Ministry of Culture
and Recreation in Ontario is
currently launching an extensive
new fitness program.
It behooves all ofus involved to
use all the influences in our
respective spheres to get the
three elements in better balance!
JV's crush college champs
An intricate part of Laurier's
successful football program be-
gins with the Junior Varsity
team. Here players are given a
chance to develop their skills and
talent before they step up into
Varsity competition.
This past Sunday the Hawks
earned an impressive victory over
Sheridan College by a 20-8
margin. Sheridan has been a
perenial champion of the Cana-
dian College Eastern division.
The coaching staff was pleased
with the performanceof the three
rookie running backs, Alex
Snardini, Dave Aiken and Bill
Burke who each scored touch-
downs in the game. They were
also impressed by quarterback
Scott Leeming who led the strong
offensive attack.
Most of the players are rookies
and the majority will see Varsity
action sometime in the future. In
fact, several will most likely be
used later this season by the
Varsity Hawk squad.
pic
by
Switalski
A classic form ■ the long bomb hits its mark, Mike Warbick, to give the Hawks a first quarter
6-0 lead.
Nitty Gritty on: INTRAMURALS
Intramural Events: Get involved!
MIXED TEAMS:
COMPETITIVE: Touch football
Women's volleyball
Men's volleyball
RECREA TION: Co-ed volleyball
Women's Inter-Residence
Volleyball (Each floorwill
have a team)
Co-ed Baseball
Outdoor soccer
Co-ed bridge
INSTRUCTIONAL: Co-ed squash
Tennis lessons
Yoga
KungFu
Social dance
TOURNAMENT: Golf
Has not been completed due to
rain. Will finish up next week.
Monday, 26th at 7:00 p.m.
Monday, 26th at 7:45
Tuesday, 27th at 7:45 p.m.
Wednesday, 28th at 7:45 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 2nd 7:00 p.m.
Sunday, Sept 25th, games
at 10:00, 12:00& 2:00
Deadline for entryThurs.
Sept. 22nd. Play begins Thurs.
Sept. 29th at 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Sept. 22 at 7:30 in
A.C. classroom
Thurs. 22nd at 7:00 p.m.
Mon. 26that 6:30p.m.
on tennis courts
Wed. Sept. 28that 8:30 p.m.
in A.C. classroom
Mon. 26t.h at4:30in A.C.
classroom
Tues. 27th at 7:30 in
A.C. classroom
Thurs>22nd at Conestoga Golf&
Country Club all day.
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Sport Shorts
2nd Annual
Eastern AllStars.
OUAA
vs
Western All Stars
Saturday, Oct. Ist at 7:00 p.m.
WLU Athletic Complex
Admission $2.00
••*
Winner of' 'Texas Mickey
Ticket #240
Prize at Secretaries Offic in A.C.
***REFS - $2.00 - $2.50/hourCONVEYNORS - Maximum of$100.00 - eventScorers
Check out details at A.C.
| Hawks vs Plumbers j
(- Saturday at 2:00 p.m. §( Centennial Stadium 1
THE
CORD
WEEKLY
In this issue:
New Chancellor
Housing Office moves again
more portables (of course)
Saturday nite pubs
and much, much more!
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I SPEND FRIDAY NIGHT AT I
I THE MUSIC HALL I
This year we are introducing a new series of three Friday night Pops concerts to be held in the
Humanities Theatre. University of Waterloo. They will begin at 8:00 p.m.
All seats will be selling at one low price! They can be reserved in advance. These programmes will offer
our patrons an opportunity to hear three of our famous Cabaret Pops Concerts at budget prices, including
two-outstanding soloists.
I SUBSCRIBE N0W...3 Concerts only $10 I
t- / I
Verdi-La Forza del Destino Overture X I I"CHEN ER-WAl "ERLOO
Poulenc-Babar the Elephant a-% a a wa ■a— hi-■■ ww#-mia—i.a-ww n
Reznicek-Donna Diana Overture QVIVVI D L-J f\ XlV HDPUPCTD A ¥M
Strauss-Roses from the south O ¥ IVIr I UnV/ni-O I nM
Strauss-Pizzicato Polka OOr* OOC/\
Strauss-Emperor Waltzes OOD"vObU
2 ,- * -, U
January 6, 1978
yon Suppe.Light Cavalry Overture
Bruch-Violin Concerto- | Yes, I would like more information on the Friday Pops Series. 'Soloist-Young Dae Park / k ,
Moussorgsky-Night on Bald Mountain
Barber-Adagio for Strings
Bernstein-West Side Story (Overture and Dances) Name: , i
3 ' Address:
February 3, 1978
Rossini-ll Signor Bruschino Overture | Telephone No.: . . J
Strauss-Blue Danube Waltzes
I Gershwin-Rhapsody in Blue-
rSXpSS? Gay 'ord PleaSe Send to: K"W SVm Pnon y Orchestra JSibelius-Finlandia ! P0 - Box 2
Ives-Variations on "America" J , Waterloo, Ontario
Rossini-William Tell Overture , N2J 3Z6
Programmes subject to change L fc '
